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Abstract
Many distributed applications in the real world now require real time services in which aggregate queries need
to be computed over a set of values. These applications
can often tolerate varying degrees of inaccuracy in the results. System designers, on the other hand, would like to
provide services with low inaccuracy and minimal management overhead. In this paper, we focus on addressing the
tradeoffs between timeliness, accuracy and cost for data
aggregation in distributed environments. Specifically, we
address the problem of time-sensitive computation of aggregate queries( ,  and  ) over a set of values represented by intervals with lower and upper bounds.
These intervals are approximations based on most recent
values about distributed sources. In order to meet the precision constraints from users, a subset of sources needs to
be probed for exact values. We first propose algorithms for
batch selection of the probing set, where selection is done
before probing without the knowledge of the actual values. In addition, we propose an iterative selection approach
where the selection of the next probing source depends on
the previous returned value.

1. Introduction
Recent advances in communication, mobile computing
and embedded systems have enabled a variety of real-time
distributed applications (e.g. stock information exchange,
network fault diagnosis, multimedia streaming, environmental sensing etc.). These applications often make decisions based on timely results aggregated over distributed
data from varying sources.
Consider project RAIL(Real-time Active Inference and
Learning) [9] from IBM as an an example. As distributed
computer systems and networks continue to grow in size
and complexity, real-time fault localization and problem di-

agnosis become significantly more challenging. As a result, more sophisticated tools are needed that can assist
in performing these management tasks by both responding
quickly and accurately to the ever-increasing volume of system measurements, and also actively selecting the minimum
number of most-informative tests to run. In other words, it
is crucial to build an active, real-time information-gathering
and inference system that can “ask the right questions at the
right time”. A distributed system can be represented as a
dependency graph, where nodes can be either hardware elements (e.g., workstations, servers, routers) or software components/services, and links can represent both physical and
logical connections between the elements. The following
questions
can be asked:

.
how
many
nodes are overloaded?



. what is the total latency along a path 

 
 ?

. what is the bottleneck
(minimum link bandwidth) along
 
    ?

a path 
Typically, it is desirable to answer these questions in a
timely fashion so that diagnosis can be done as quickly as
possible.
Answering the above aggregate queries poses several
challenges. While obtaining current and precise answers is
desirable, techniques to collect and maintain accurate information may not be cost-effective. One strategy would be to
collect fresh values from each source every time a query is
posed; given roundtrip latencies in unreliable networks, this
process might violate timing constraints of the queries. Another possibility would be to require all sources to periodically report changes in readings; this is likely to be expensive in dynamic distributed environments with a large number of sources and fast changing source data. Fortunately,
many applications can tolerate data imprecision at a certain
level; hence, maintaining absolutely accurate data becomes
unnecessary. Therefore, system designers can use the error
tolerance of the executing applications to reduce the consumption of communication and computation resources. In
our work, we take advantage of an applications’ tolerance of

information imprecision to balance the timeliness and accuracy requirements of a request.
Previous research has addressed the tradeoff between accuracy and cost. Given the data intensive nature of these
applications, a database is a must for the system to function
efficiently. Storing data in a database using a range with a
lower bound and an upper bound [2] (instead of using a single instantaneous value) has been identified as an effective
strategy to speed up data retrieval while
reducing message

  
exchange overhead. Queries such as
,
and
can be
executed over the cached ranges and return a range which
contains the associated value. When a user poses a query,
he can specify a precision constraint indicating how wide a
range is tolerable in the answer. If the data precision in the
database is high enough, user requests can be satisfied by
only consulting the repository; otherwise, the data sources
can be queried/probed for current exact values, which improves the accuracy at the price of communication overhead. This tradeoff between database accuracy and maintenance overhead has been addressed [14] under the constraint of user precision requirements. When the query is
an aggregate query over more than one source, probing all
related distributed sources can be expensive both in communication and computation. We can usually satisfy the
accuracy requirements of the aggregate functions with exact values from only a subset of the sources. Strategies for
probing set selection were proposed [15] that deliver sufficiently accurate answers at minimal cost.
Directly applying the approaches described above to distributed real-time applications will not be effective, since
queries not only have accuracy constraints, but also have
time constraints which specify the latest time by which the
results of an aggregate query are expected to be available.
Depending on the characteristics of sources and the network
paths leading to the sources, the cost and also the latency of
probing vary from source to source. Probing set selection
should take into account the probing latency and query time
constraints. Our previous work has addressed the timeliness/accuracy/cost tradeoffs in real-time collection of single
source value [7]. This paper complements previous work
by addressing how the server selects an appropriate subset
of sources to probe so that the overall probing cost is minimized without violating accuracy and timeliness requirements of aggregate queries. Specifically, three representative aggregate queries (! ,  and " ) are considered. Note that computation of #%$'& ()#+*,& can be derived
from  and  . We propose batch selection algorithms which choose a set of sources in advance that guarantees adequate precision regardless of actual exact values.
We also propose an iterative selection algorithm that probe
sources iteratively until the precision constraint is met. In
addition, we illustrate in which context the iterative approach is preferrable to the batch method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We formulate the problem in Section 2. In Section3, we conduct a
worst case analysis on the computation of aggregation functions  ,  and  . Furthermore, we present an
average case analysis for  . In Section 4, performance
results are presented. We discuss related work and conclude
in Section 5.

2. Problem Characterization
In this section, we describe system, source and query
models used in this paper, and develop a formal characterization of the real-time computation of aggregate queries.
System Model: Our system consists of a number of
sources and one server that maintains a database. In a
real system, a server may correspond to a data aggregation
hub for a set of sources. Various aggregation hubs, taken
together, may form the overall distributed database. We,
therefore, address the aggregation problem in a simplistic
setting of a single access point (server) attached to a set of
sources. Our solution can serve as a building block for large
scale distributed systems.
Source Model: The system consists of a set of 
sources. Let -/.10%243 55563798 . Each source stores a variable that can change frequently. For each ;:<- , let &>= denote the exact value of the variable stored at the @?BA source.
The database stores an approximation for each exact value.
The approximation of &)= is represented by a range (= with
lower bound CD= and upper bound  = : ( =E.GF CH=I3IJ=HK . For
F C@3I!K , we will denote interval length MLNC by
any
interval
O
O
F C@37PK . Whenever the source value & = changes to &Q= , source
= checks whether ( = is still a valid approximation for the
new value. If & = falls outside ( = , a new approximation of
&Q= is sent to the server to update the database. Otherwise,
there is no need to transmit the update to the server, hence
reducing communication overhead.
Query Model: Queries are executed over the cached
ranges at the server. Each incoming query requests the value
of R9SB& 3 555 37&TVU (in this paper, the function is R+WYX7Z[T , R>\YZ]
?
or R)]^=_T for ! , ! or  ), and is associated with an
accuracy constraint ` indicating its tolerance to error in answer precision. Furthermore, a query has a latency bound
a
a
which requires each query to be answered within time
units. The only thing we know about each &>= is that it lies
in the range F CD=I37=DK . Given that each &= lies in the range
( =b.cF CH=I37=DK , it can be determined that R9SB& 3 555 37&TVU lies

in some range which will be denoted
by R9SD( 35 55 3I( T U . We

define the uncertainty of R9SD( 3 555 3I( T U as the length of the
interval. If the error tolerance of the query is larger than
the data error, it is processed without any communication
with the source. Otherwise, the approximation offered by
the database is insufficient, the server may request the exact value from part of the remote sources. The sources re-

spond with current exact values and new approximations to
be used by subsequent queries. If a subset d of sources is
probed, then this may increase the accuracy of the estimate
h d and let ()= f .jF & = 37& = K
for R9SB& 35 553e& T U . Let ()=f .g( = if i:"

if  :<d , then the new interval for R9Sk& 35 553e& T U becomes

R9SD()f 35 5537()T f U . However, there is a delay l = associated
with the probing as well as a cost  = . The cost of probing a subset of sources is the total cost of probing each of
them, i.e., m =Bn = . The latency of computing function R
f
denoted by oqp due to probing depends on how the probing is conducted: if the probing is performed in parallel,
then oqpr.tsvu)w,=Dn l%= ; otherwise, if the probing is issued
f
sequentially, then oxp . m =Dn l%= .
f
Given a request with an accuracy constraint ` and a time
a
constraint , we would like to identify a subset of the variables dzyg- to be probed such that the accuracy and delay
constraints are satisfied and the cost is minimized. In other
words, we would like to
minimize m
subject to
O

=Bn



f

{
a

3.1. Batch Selection of Source Probing Set
For each request, we compute the answer based on the
stored approximations in the database. If the answer does
not satisfy the accuracy constraints of the user request, we
decide on a set of sources to probe for exact values in order to improve the answer precision. In the following, we
present batch selection algorithms for computing  ,
! and  .
Computing ! (Algorithm BATCH COUNT): The
problem is to calculate the number of source values that fall
inside an input range (}.~F CI3I!K , that is
R WYXIZT

=I3

(1) R9SB()f 35 5537()T f U
(2) o p

and " . Furthermore, we motivate and present an iterative selection algorithm for computing " , where the next
source to be probed depends on the previous returned value.

O'{

` ,

.

We will use - | a to denote the subset of sources whose
delay l = is at most . Note that a successful computation
not only finishes by the deadline, but also returns the answer
at the desired accuracy. However, many deadline misses
or accuracy violations can occur depending on system load
and time/accuracy constraints. When the time and accuracy
constraints can not be met at the same time, we give higher
priority to time constraints.

3. Time-sensitive Computation of Aggregate
Functions
In order to achieve the goal of minimizing the probing
cost under the time and accuracy constraints of user queries,
two basic approaches to probing set selection can be applied. One is batch selection, where the entire set of sources
to probe is selected before the probings actually occur. In
this approach, the precision constraint must be guaranteed
for any possible precise values for the sources in probing
set. The second approach is iterative selection, where the
source is probed one at a time, computing an answer after each probing and stopping when the answer is precise
enough. This is an online approach, where the user is presented with an answer that gradually refines to be more precise over time. In this case, the goal is to shrink the answer
as fast as possible. In this section, we present batch selection algorithms for three aggregate queries:  , 

?

.

O

O
O
0[& = & = :rF CI3I!Kk8 5

For each variable range ([= there are three cases to consider:
( = is completely contained in ( , (= is disjoint from ( , and
( = intersects but is not contained in ( . We can divide the
variables into three sets:  (inside),  (outside) and  (uncertain) depending on which of the three cases the variable
is in. In other words,


if CH=NC and J=
{

{

 , then  : ;



if J=


if CH=NC9<J= or CH=<N= , then : .

C or CH= , then  : ;

Therefore, we know that
O ,
O {O

R WYX7ZT
O

O'

?

O'{O 
O O O

 3 i.e.,R WYXIZT
O

O

?

O O O O[O O
.F  3 
 K5

If 
` , then we must probe 
Lr` variables to determine the function R4WYX7Z[T within the desired accuracy. Each
?
time a variable is probed, we learn its exact value and can
decide whether or not it lies in the range ( . Thus, each
probe reduces the uncertainty of the answer by exactly 2 .
Since we have a deadline, we will only consider those variables whose delay l = is atO most theO deadline
D. This set of
O O
variables is called -q| . If v-q|   L` , then we can
 to within the desired acnot determine
the function
O
O
O O
<-q|


L` , then we order the variables
curacy.
If
O
O
in
<"- | according to increasing cost and probe the first
O O

L` variables in this ordering.
Computing ! (Algorithm BATCH SUM): The problem is to calculate the sum of all the source values, that is
R>\YZ].

T

=_

 &[=I5

To satisfy time constraints, we do not consider probing
a
those variables whose delay is larger than . For the remaining set of sources, -q| , if we compute the query based
on the stored intervals in the database, then the smallest possible sum occurs when all values are the lower bounds, and
the largest possible sum occurs when all values are the upper bounds, i.e.,
R \YZ]



.~F

\@Yn+>

C= 3



 = K5

\Y@n+>

Choosing the subset of sources to probe is equivalent of
 ./-L<d .
choosing the subset of sources not to probe: d
We observe that
O

R>\YZ]

O
.


\YYn+>



J= L

\Yn+>



CH=.

\Y@n+>

SDJ= LrCH=kU5

After probing all sources = :~d , we have  = LgC = . ,
so these valuesO contributes
nothing to the uncertainty. i.e.,
O
after probing, R \YZ] . m \Y@n SD = L<C = O U . These
equalities
O{
f
combined with the accuracy constraint R+\@Z[]
` give us
the constraint

{
SDJ= LrCH=kU

` 5

\Y@n
f

The optimization objective is to satisfy this constraint while
minimizing the total cost of probing sources in d . We observe that minimizing the total cost of the sources in d is
equivalent to maximizing the total cost of the sources not in
d . Therefore, the optimization problem can be formulated
as choosing d  so as to
maximize m
subject to m

 =

\  
n
{
f
 =qLCH=U
\ n SB
f

` .

As also observed in [15], this problem can be reduced
to '¡'2 Knapsack problem, which is known to be NPComplete, but there is a polynomial-time approximation
 return
scheme for the Knapsack
problem that for any ¢ ¥ will

¢£U of optimal in time ¤S  U [13].
a solution within S@2
Computing  (Algorithm BATCH MIN): The problem is to pinpoint the minimum value among all the source
values, that is
R ]^=_T .

T
s¤¦¨§ SB& = U5
=_

Before any sources are probed, a lower bound for the "
function is s¤¦_§P=Bn+©CH= and an upper bound for the
" func
`3 then in
tion is s¦_§ =Bn+  = . If s¤¦¨§ =Dn+  = Ls¤¦_§ =Bn+ C =
the worst case, it will be necessary to probe each variable
whose left endpoint C = is less than s¤¦_§ =Bn+  = L` . Let this
set of variables be ª . With the delay constraints, we can not
consider
probing any variable whose delay is greater than
a
. Thus, we are limited to those variables in - | . We will
probe all the variables in ªE- | . However, it is possible

that even after these probes, we do not have the value of
the minimum pinned down to the desired level of accuracy.
Furthermore, it may not be possible to know until the probes
are completed and their values are returned.
Computing the minimum of a set of variables in our
model presents interesting questions that do not arise in the
context of computing the R4\YZ] or R4WYXIZT . The difference
?
is that in R4\YZ] or R>WYX7ZT , one knows in advance exactly the
?
benefit of probing any particular variable. In the case of
R WYX7Z[T , probing any variable decreases the uncertainty by 1.
?
In the case of R \YZ] , probing variable & = decreases the uncertainty by  = L"C = . Thus, one can decide in advance which
variables to probe. However, the situation with R ]^=_T is different. Consider
the  following example. Suppose we have

two sources and whose ranges are F V3£«K and F¨243e¬)K , respectively. Suppose that we would like to find an interval of
length
at most one that contains the minimum. If we probe

and its value is  , we know that the minimum must lie in
the interval F¨243e)K and the accuracy constraint is met. Howfor the minimum value is
ever, if the value is « , the interval

and
we
must
probe
.
Thus,
the number of probes reF®2+3e«)K
quired may vary depending on the values of the sources. In
the following subsection, we present an iterative approach
to selecting probing set for computing " . In other words,
we decide what to probe next based on previous probing
result.

3.2. Iterative Selection of Source Probing Set
The analysis of  in the previous section is a worstcase analysis which assumes that the values returned always
maximize the remaining uncertainty. One may consider an
average-case approach in which we assume that the value of
each variable is distributed uniformly over its range. Note
that we still try to guarantee that the minimum value lies
within a range of size at most ` . This means that the same
set of sources may have to be probed in the worst case.
However, it is possible that it may be beneficial in the average case to probe some sources before others.
Algorithm ITERATIVE MIN: Consider a source )=
with range F CD=@37=BK . Let J]¯=_T denote the current upper bound
for the range of the minimum value:s¤¦¨§!=Dn+©= . Now we
consider probing the source = . The new upper bound for
the minimum value will be s¤¦_§q0[&)=I3IJ]^=¨T8 . Assuming that
& = is uniformly distributed over the range F C = 3I = K , we can
calculate the expected amount by which the range for the
minimum decreases when & = is probed. This is:
°

Z±q®²
³



 ]^=¨T L´
= LrCH=

l+´.

SkC = L ]^=¨T U
VSB=JLrCH=U

5

We will call this the benefit of probing = and will denote
it by µ6&[SB&=kU . We could probe sources in - | one at a time
and make each probing decision based on the values that
have already been returned. Taking into account the cost
and latency involved, we define benefit to cost ratio (BCR)
T,¸ B¹
as ¶·Wº7»£·  . We probe the source that maximizes BCR. After
each probe, the current range for the minimum is updated.
If it is still larger than ` , the benefits for each variable are
updated and a new source is chosen for probing based on
the updated values.

4. Performance Evaluation
The objective of this simulation is to study in detail the
performance of the proposed algorithms by comparing them
with other simpler algorithms. For each type of aggregate
query discussed in this paper, we choose three baseline policies (GREEDY X, LAZY X and RANDOM X, with X being COUNT, SUM or MIN) for comparison:
(a) GREEDY X: This algorithm probes all the related
sources for current exact values. The answer returned is
based on all the newly obtained fresh values. Therefore the
total cost involved is m =Dn+ = and the latency is svu)wP=Bn+©l%= .
(b) LAZY X: This algorithm probes none of the sources,
so the answer of a query is purely dependent upon the accuracy of the stored values in the cache. Clearly, both cost
and latency involved is 0.
(c) RANDOM X: This algorithm randomly picks a subset
of sources for probing, so the answer of a query is based on
partially accurate and partially stale values.
The following metrics are used to compare the performance of different algorithms:


cost: It is the total cost of probing sources for exact
values. If a subset d of source are probed, the total
cost will be m =Bn  = .


accuracy ratio ¼ : This metric measures how close the
answer interval (of size # ) matches the accuracy constraint ` . We define ¼½.¿À ¾ , so
smaller ¼ indicates
{
more accurate answer. When ¼
2 , the accuracy constraint is met.


latency ratio Á : Similar to accuracy ratio, this metric
measures how close the time l spent answering the
a
query matches the time constrains . If a subset d
of sources are probed in parallel, the delay in obtainDÇÈ¯»£
ing the probed values is svu)wP=Bn l+= , so ÁÂ.ÄÃÅ7Æ |
;

f

m

HÇÈ »£

f



otherwise, Á.
. Smaller Á indicates { that less
|
time is spent to answer the query. When Á
2 , the
time constraint is met.
accuracy satisfaction ratio: It is the percentage of
queries with their accuracy constraints satisfied.



deadline satisfaction ratio: It is the percentage of
queries with their time constraints satisfied.

Our performance study consists of the following experiments: (a) evaluation of all the policies for each type of
query; and (b) evaluation of the proposed algorithm for heterogeneous requests in terms of varying accuracy and time
constraints.
We built a simulation with 100 sources. Each source
holds its exact value, and the local cache holds its interval approximation. The minimum interval size is 10 and
the maximum interval size is 20. All the interval sizes are
generated randomly from 10 to 20, and the lower bounds
of these intervals are randomly generated in the range [5,
12]. The cost of probing each source varies randomly from
1 to 10, and the latency of probing each source also varies
randomly from 1 to 10. Each query is accompanied by an
accuracy constraint and a time constraint. The accuracy
constraints are generated randomly from the range [0, 40].
Time constraints are generated randomly from 5 to 15. All
the results are averaged over 20 runs of the experiments.

4.1. Basic Performance Results
In this section, we apply our proposed algorithms and
the three baseline algorithms to answer the same set of
queries over the data of the same changing pattern. The performance is compared against the five metrics introduced
above. Figure 1 shows the basic performance results for
computing R4WYXIZT . Not surprisingly, GREEDY COUNT
?
achieves maximum answer accuracy at the price of highest probing cost and latency. In contrast, LAZY COUNT
provides the most coarse answer instantly by not probing any sources. BATCH COUNT exhibits similar answer accuracy and latency to RANDOM COUNT with
slightly lower probing cost. However, more queries meet
their deadlines by using BATCH COUNT. This is because
BATCH COUNT gives higher priority to time constraints
than accuracy constraints, i.e., the best possible answer (in
terms of accuracy) is provided only if the deadline is met.
In addition, the sources of less probing cost are chosen in
BATCH COUNT, while random selection of sources as in
RANDOM COUNT could result in arbitrary total cost.
The basic performance for R4\@Z[] is similar to R4WYXIZT . Fig?
ure 2 shows the basic performance results for computing
R)]^=¨T . Comparing to RANDOM MIN, BATCH MIN provides more accurate answers by spending slightly more in
probing. However, its deadline satisfaction ratio is much
higher. This is because BATCH MIN does not probe those
sources whose probing latency is higher than the query
deadline, while RANDOM MIN does not take probing latency into account. In addition, studies also indicate that the
probabilistic analysis of computing R4]^=¨T is beneficial. It reduces the probing cost significantly. Since source probing is

Figure 1. Basic performance comparison for computing R4WYX7Z[T
done sequentially under ITERATIVE MIN, the latency of a
query is the summation of the latency of each probe. Given
the same deadline and this probing limitation, the number
of sources to be probed is decreased greatly, which leads to
higher accuracy ratio (i.e., less accurate result) and lower
accuracy satisfaction ratio.

4.2. Extended Performance Results
We now further study the behavior of BATCH COUNT,
BATCH SUM and BATCH MIN as the accuracy constraints of queries vary. Figure 3 shows the performance of
BATCH COUNT under varying accuracy constraints. In order to satisfy the time constraint, only those sources whose
probing latency is within the deadline are probed. However, when the accuracy constraint is very tight, this subset
cannot provide an accurate enough answer. Therefore, the
first part of the curve for cost is horizontal and the first part
of the curve for accuracy ratio is decreasing but larger than
1. When the accuracy constraint is relaxed further, fewer
probings can provide satisfactory answer. The performance
of BATCH SUM and BATCH MIN under varying accuracy
constraints follows similar trend as BATCH COUNT. Worthy of mentioning is the sharp increase of accuracy ratio of
BATCH MIN when the accuracy constraint is 11. This is
because when the accuracy constraint is relaxed to a certain
degree, the cached value can easily satisfy it, therefore no
probing is necessary. The accuracy constraint is met, but the

?

accuracy ratio is increased compared to the previous cases
where probing is necessary.
Similarly,
we evaluate the performance of
BATCH COUNT, BATCH SUM and BATCH MIN as
deadlines change. In the case of BATCH COUNT, the
several turning points in the curve of probing cost matches
exactly the several stages of the algorithm. We only
probe the subset - | whose probing latency is smaller
than the deadline. Small deadline leads to small - | , and
- | increases as the deadline increases. Therefore, the
probing cost increases. At the same time, the accuracy
ratio decreases, but still larger than 1. When the deadline
reaches a point where we can select a subset of -x| to
probe, the probing cost is decreased since we select those
with less probing costs. When the deadline increases
further, no more improvement will be obtained since the
same subset of sources will be probed to meet the accuracy
and time constraints. For BATCH SUM, as the deadline
increases, more sources can be probed to decrease accuracy
ratio. Similar results are exhibited by BATCH SUM and
BATCH MIN.

5. Related Work and Conclusions
There has been extensive research in different caching
strategies. One such strategy is adaptive caching, which adjusts when, how and what to cache dynamically as conditions change. For instance, a technique called divergence

Figure 2. Basic performance comparison for computing R ]¯=_T

Figure 3. Performance of R WYX7ZT
?

caching considers setting the precision of approximate values in a caching environment [8], where precision is inversely proportional to the number of updates to the source
value not reflected in the cached approximation, independent of the actual updates. Along the same line, range based
data caching for numerical values is used to deal with the
tradeoff between performance and precision [14], where intelligent cache refreshment strategies are proposed to ensure
queries for each single data item can be answered within
their precision constraints. Their work is further applied
into the TRAPP system [15], where aggregate queries accompanied by precision constraints are answered by automatically selecting a combination of locally cached bounds
and exact master data stored remotely. Furthermore, our
previous work considered the scenario where both precision
and time constraints are imposed on single-item queries [7].
The algorithms proposed in this paper are for aggregate
queries and can be integrated into the framework.
Researchers have been re-investigating traditional data
management and processing techniques in the presence
of multiple continuous time-varying data streams. Data
streaming is now a vibrant research field for both traditional Internet environments (such as OpenCQ, Niagara,
Telegraph,STREAM and Aurora) and emerging ad-hoc sensor networks (such as COUGAR and Quasar). Research

under varying accuracy constraints
in this area has addressed a whole gamut of issues such
as system architectures, concepts/semantics of continuous
queries, QoS specifications for fresh information delivery,
system scalability etc. The work presented in this paper is
complementary to the research in data streaming.
Computing a function over  inputs is studied in the
framework of boolean and/or trees [3], where the source
data is accurate and each input has an associated price.
However, the authors look for answers without precision
requirements or time bounds. Similarly, they considered
the problem of competitively finding the maximum of  elements but with additional costs for comparisons between
pairs of elements. The problem of computing aggregate
functions over approximate data has been addressed to deliver results within specified accuracy constraints while introducing minimal overhead [6, 11, 5], where no time issues are considered. The problem of answering aggregate
queries in multi-dimensional databases in an approximate
manner is addressed by using a modified tree index data
structure multi-resolution aggregate(MRA) to store aggregate information about data at successive levels of resolution as defined by the space partitioning/data group hierarchy. A progressive algorithm is developed to iteratively
give increasing quality answers until some error bound is
satisfied or timing constraints is reached [12]. The tradeoff

Figure 4. Performance of R WYX7Z[T
between transaction timeliness and data freshness has also
been addressed from the database transaction management
perspective, such as STRIP [1], ARCS [4] and QMF [10].
Concluding Remarks: In this paper, we studied the problem of computing aggregate functions over a set of values
which are bounded by lower and upper bounds and whose
exact values can be probed at the cost of various latency.
Our worst case analysis provides a bound on the cost to satisfy queries regardless of the values returned when probed.
More interesting problems raise when a more sophisticated
model such as Gaussian distribution is used to capture the
change of data values. It is also interesting to conduct a
competitive analysis for answering aggregate queries. Furthermore, handling multiple requests with overlapping interested sets of values will pose more challenging issues.
Time-sensitive data aggregation is an essential step to providing real-time information services in distributed environments.
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